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A physical platform for nodes of the envisioned quantum internet is long-sought(1). Here

we propose such a platform, along with a conceptually simple and experimentally

uncomplicated quantum information processing scheme, realized in a system of multiple

crystal-phase quantum dots(2). We introduce novel location qubits, describe a method to

construct a universal set of all-optical quantum gates, and simulate their performance in

realistic structures, including decoherence sources. Our results show that location qubits

can maintain coherence 5 orders of magnitude longer than single-qubit operation time,

and single-qubit gate errors do not exceed 0.01%. Our scheme paves a clear way towards

constructing multi-qubit solid-state quantum systems with a built-in photonic interface,

such as a multi-qubit quantum register — a key building block of the forthcoming quantum

internet.
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Physical platforms where multi-qubit quantum information can be fault-tolerantly processed

and faithfully stored, reliably received and sent over long distances have been under

intensive study(1). The search is active in a multitude of systems including but not limited to

superconducting circuits(3), trapped ions(4), NV centers in diamond(5), optomechanical

systems(6) and various types of quantum dots (7–10). A practical platform should possess

several essential characteristics: (i) it has to be designable — such that an individual qubit

can be designed and built as desired; (ii) it has to be scalable to multiple qubits; (iii) it should

have a photonic interface for long-distance communication; and, (iv) it should support the

nanoscale footprint of devices — such that a large number of quantum systems can be

realistically created. A novel system — crystal-phase quantum dots(2, 10–12) — stands out

here, as, unlike other platforms, it possesses all four characteristics simultaneously. Its

designability is particularly remarkable — it allows for an accuracy of a single atomic

layer(13–15) during device fabrication.

Here we propose a designable solid-state multi-qubit platform with a photonic interface,

exploiting the unique advantages of crystal-phase quantum dots. In these structures,

electrons and holes are confined in different spatial regions of a III-V semiconductor

nanowire, formed by alternating wurtzite (WZ) and zinc blende (ZB) crystal phases (2, 12,

16), as we show in Fig. 1A. Consequently, excitons are spatially indirect, but can share a

single charge state — a hole, for instance. Such a hole can, therefore, act as a link (10),

connecting spatially separated electron states, which we exploit in this work (likewise, an

electron can connect two spatially separated hole states). An InP nanowire is chosen for

numerical studies in this work, but in principle any quantum confinement structure with

type-II band alignment is a suitable platform for the quantum information processing
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scheme to be introduced.

On a neighbouring pair of crystal-phase quantum dots, an electron can be optically

loaded(10) either into the left or the right quantum dot, defining its location states or

, respectively (Fig. 1A). Both location states are connected to a common spatially separated

excited state , forming a three level -type system ( -system) (Fig. 1B). In such a

-system, we can coherently manipulate the location states using optical pulses(17). We now

define a location qubit as a linear combination of and . In the following sections we

show how to implement single- and two-qubit gates on the location qubits, and

consequently a universal set of all-optical quantum gates.

We note that location qubits are similar to charge qubits (7, 9), which also encode quantum

information in charge states. The location qubit, however, emphasizes on the localization of

an individual electron (or hole) on two individual (and not coupled) quantum dots. The

stable localization is ensured by a sufficient inter-dot separation (see Supplementary

Information B.1 (18)). We initialize, manipulate, and measure location qubits optically, unlike

charge qubits that are typically operated electrically (19, 20). Electrical operation is

identified as a substantial source of charge noise (19–21) and, as a consequence, short

coherence times (9, 19, 20) of charge qubits. Such charge noise is not present in our location

qubits, leading to significantly longer qubit coherence times.

We start by introducing a scheme to implement an arbitrary single-qubit gate on a single

location qubit, using a Bloch sphere. A single-qubit state is represented by its Bloch
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vector with coordinates . A single-qubit gate acting on the state

is a rotation of its Bloch vector with respect to a specific rotation axis for a certain rotation

angle. To define the appropriate axis and angle, we study the dynamics of our system. We

adopt the driven -system Hamiltonian under the rotating wave approximation(22).

.

is the real Rabi frequency driving the transition

with characterizing the driving pulse duration. is the phase

difference between the driving fields and is the single-photon detuning as illustrated in

Fig. 1B.

A qubit manipulation scheme in a -system has been proposed for a spin system (23) and

generalized to an arbitrary system (17). We apply the scheme to our system of location

qubits. On the Bloch sphere, the phase difference between the Rabi frequencies is

precisely the azimuthal angle of the rotation axis. The angle (half of the polar angle ) is

defined as . The rotation angle with respect to the rotation axis is

a function of the single photon detuning .

,

with and being a time before and after the application of the driving pulses

respectively. We illustrate the single qubit rotation in Figure 1C. Details are available in the

supplementary information (18) section A. Since and can be chosen over the entire

Bloch sphere, and can take on any value between 0 and , an arbitrary single-qubit
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rotation can be realized. We simulate the population and fidelity evolution for some

representative single-qubit gates (parameters in Figure 1D) and present the results in Figure

2. AThe single qubit gate fidelity is measured by the Jozsa-fidelity(24)

,

which compares the “likelihood” between two density matrices. Here represents the

density operator of the system prepared by our scheme, and the theoretically ideal final

state.

For quantum information processing a universal set of gates is required, a common set(25)

consists of the Hadamard gate , the phase-T gate and the two qubit controlled-NOT

gate . A two-qubit CNOT gate is required to entangle pairs of qubits. We use an

additional quantum dot — acting as a control site between two neighbouring location qubits

— two neighbouring triple-quantum-dots to demonstrate a CNOT gate (Fig. 3A) in our

system. Here we exploit Coulomb interaction to achieve the control mechanism. An electron

confined in a crystal-phase quantum dot exerts a Coulomb potential on the neighbouring

quantum dots. The exerted potential is most prominent on the nearest neighbours leading

to an energy shift of hundreds of GHz(26) but diminishes quickly one quantum dot further

away — (less than 1GHz for an interdot separation of more than 25 nm)(26) for an interdot

separation of more than 25 nm. For a driving field with a Gaussian pulse envelope in the

transform limit, the induced energy shift on neighbouring dots will be resolved for a pulse

duration (FWHM) longer than 4ps. Our CNOT gate is broken down into three steps. (Fig. 3A):

● Step 1. Enable the control mechanism. Any electron located at is moved to the

control site by a Pauli-X gate on the -system formed between and .
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The presence of an electron on the control site significantly modifies the energy

levels of the states and and related transition energies.

● Step 2. Perform the NOT operation. This is Pauli-X gate acting on the target qubit (

-system formed between and ). The laser frequencies are tuned according

to the modified transition energies levels of the target qubit. The charge

configurations that does not have an electron at the control site will not be

affected by this Pauli-X gate.

● Step 3. Disable the control mechanism. Restoring the charge configuration of the

control qubit by moving the electron at the control site back to .

Our implementation of the CNOT gate is essentially three consecutive Pauli-X gates. As a

demonstration, CNOT gate is applied on the state (Fig. 3B). The full population is

transferred during the first, second and third step to , and respectively. A

realistic CNOT gate fidelity close to 99.99% is obtained in our simulation. Examples of CNOT

on more general initial states are available in the supplementary information C (18).

In our schemes for single- and two-qubit gates, the spin degree of freedom is not an

information carrier, and the electrons have indeterminate spins. It is well known that optical

transitions only happen for particular combinations of electron spin and laser polarization

due to selection rules. To ensure the operation, our scheme requires that a matching optical

polarization should always be available no matter which spin state the electron is in. This can

be ensured by using a depolarizer for the excitation laser to create a statistical mixture of

polarizations. Another potential influence is spin-orbit coupling, which mixes the spin and

orbital states to form new eigenstates that have neither a definite spin nor orbital, and is
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expected to be significant for heterostructures and III-V semiconductors. But for sufficiently

small quantum dots (in our system, less than 20 nm (18)) only a single localized orbital

exists, the eigenstates form a degenerate doublet(27) in zero magnetic field. Most

importantly, they share the same orbital wavefunction. Again a mixture of driving field

polarizations solves the problem.

Our location qubits are free from the decoherence mechanisms intrinsic to spin and

electrical operations. We identify the main decoherence mechanisms as spontaneous

emission from the states and dephasing due to electron-phonon interaction(28).

Spontaneous emission is a Markovian process governed by the spontaneous emission rate.

We cover the evaluation of the spontaneous emission rates in the supplementary

information B (18). We obtain an upper bound of for realistic quantum

dot dimensions. However since the two eigenstates used for single-qubit gates are

purposefully chosen to contain negligibly small components, spontaneous emission is

only present during gating operations and its effect is fairly limited due to the vast difference

in time scale with single qubit operations (10ps). Electron-phonon interaction is another

source of decoherence inevitable in most solid state systems. In crystal-phase quantum dots

we primarily consider deformation coupling to longitudinal acoustic phonons(28–30). We

present a detailed analysis of electron-phonon interactions in the supplementary

information B.2 (18). In short, it results in dephasing of the states and . Our numerical

results indicate that for a typical quantum dot size of 20nm at the temperature of 4K, the

dephasing time is . (Fig. 4B) Considering that the typical single-qubit

operation time is on the order of 10ps, the dephasing time is 5 orders of magnitude longer.
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Further reduction in operational temperature can significantly suppress dephasing, at 1K

and 0.1K the dephasing lifetimes become 2.6ms and s. In principle the rates that govern

various decoherence processes vary depending on a number of factors such as the size of

the quantum dot and temperature. However the spontaneous emission rates are set to the

same and the realistic dephasing rates to in a Lindblad master equation used to

simulate the dynamics of location qubits and the gate fidelites(18).

We have numerically studied the effect of decoherence on single-qubit gate fidelity.

Single-qubit gate fidelities are simulated for an arbitrary initial state

parametrized by and . (Fig. 4, C, D and E) A

minimum gate fidelity of 99.9927% for , 99.9928% for and 99.9983% for are

obtained. Since CNOT consists of three consecutive gates, we expect the gate infidelity to

be on the same order of magnitude. An example is given in Figure 3B.

For a quantum register of multiple location qubits on a single nanowire, each quantum dot

can vary from a few to approximately 20 nm in length, with a typical separation of 30-50 nm.

Comparing with typical nanowire length of 2 , tens of quantum dots can be built into the

nanowire. However it is crucial to design the system such that the optical transitions are

resolved with respect to the driving lasers.

In summary, we have introduced a multiqubit photonic device based on semiconductor

nanowire crystal-phase quantum dots. The location qubits are defined on a pair of

neighbouring quantum dots. A universal set of all-optical quantum gates that is

conceptually and experimentally simple is proposed and simulated. Single-qubit gate
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fidelities are expected to exceed 99.99% even in the presence of the main decoherence

mechanisms. The proposed scheme is a promising approach to quantum information

processing and quantum networking. In conjunction with the recent advancement in single

photon sources based on nanowire quantum dots(31), it is expected that a photonic

interface can be incorporated into the system, allowing the quantum register to function as

a quantum network node, further strengthening the scalability of our system. Recent

progress on the extended Pauli principle(32) indicates that our system can also serve as a

testing ground for fundamental multipartite fermionic entanglement.
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Figure 1. The concept of a location qubit and the scheme for single-qubit

manipulations. (A) A location qubit is defined on a pair of neighbouring

crystal-phase quantum dots. An electron(blue dot) can either be localized in the left

or the right dot, constituting the and qubit states. An even superposition of the

qubit states is shown on the right. For an InP nanowire, yellow(blue) regions

represent ZB(WZ) crystal structure. (B) The qubit manipulation scheme shown as

the energy level diagram of the -system. The states and share a common

spatially separated excited state , the negatively charged exciton state (where

the orange dot is a hole that can form an exciton with either of the electrons on the

left or right). Two laser pulses with Rabi frequency and drive the transitions

respectively, both detuned for the same amount from the common excited state.

(C) Single-qubit manipulation. On the Bloch sphere, an arbitrary single-qubit gate

corresponds to a clockwise rotation (red arrow) of the qubit state from initial state

to a final state with respect to the rotation axis (blue arrow). The rotation axis is
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uniquely defined by and . Together with the angle of rotation they determine

which single-qubit gate is being implemented. (D) Representative single-qubit gates

and the corresponding angles , and .
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Figure 2. State population and gate fidelity evolution for single-qubit gates. For

each representative single-qubit gate, on the Bloch spheres we have the rotation

axis(blue arrow) and the rotation trajectory(red arrowed trace). The population of

each state over the gating procedure is plotted in the middle row. In the gate fidelity

plot, the ideal(realistic) fidelity is the simulated fidelity without(with) the effects of

decoherence. (A) Pauli-X gate acting on the state , the resultant final state is the

state , a full charge transfer has occurred. (B) Hadamard gate acting on the state

, turning the state into an even superposition. (C) T gate acting on an even

superposition of and states. Population is not affected since T merely adds a

phase to the state.
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Figure 3. The procedure of CNOT gate on location qubits. (A) The CNOT gate

exploits an additional quantum dot, acting as a control site between the control qubit

and the target qubit. The procedure consists of three steps. In the first step, the

control mechanism is activated by moving the electron on to (control site).

With an electron on , a Coulomb potential exerted on the neighbouring quantum

dots modifies the energy levels significantly on the nearest neighbours and very little

on quantum dots further away (see main text), hence it differentiates the energy

levels and transition energies on the target qubit with or without an electron initially in

the state. In the second step, a NOT(Pauli-X) gate is applied on the target qubit

according to the modified energy levels. In the third step the control mechanism is

disabled by moving the electron on the control site back to . (B) The state

population and (C) gate fidelity evolutions when CNOT gate acts on the state.
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Each shaded area corresponds to a step in the CNOT scheme of the same color as

in (A).
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Figure 4. Coherence time and realistic fidelities. (A) The main decoherence

mechanisms for the location qubits. The solid blue arrows represent spontaneous

emission with respective rates and . The dashed arrows represent

dephasing due to virtual transitions induced by phonon scattering, characterized by

the dephasing rates and . (B) Dephasing time as a function

of the operational temperature plotted for quantum dots of 4 different sizes. The

nanowire used in the calculation is InP nanowire with a diameter of 20 nm. For a dot

of 20 nm at 4K, the dephasing time is 6 . Fidelities of the (C) Pauli-X gate, (D)

Hadamard gate and (E) T gate acting on an arbitrary initial state (parametrized as

described in the main text). The lowest fidelities are indicated by the dots at

99.9927% ( ), 99.9928% ( ) and 99.9994% ( ).
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A. The qubit manipulation scheme

The Hamiltonian of a generic -type three level system takes the following form in the

rotating wave approximation

.

The frequencies and are real, while the Rabi frequencies have a relative phase

difference that can be controlled by the constituent electric fields. The frequencies

and are time dependent and have the following Gaussian temporal profiles with the

same full width at half maximum of ,

,

.

The normalized eigenstates and corresponding eigenenergies are given below.
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The following parameters are defined during the derivation.

,

,

,

.

The definition of the angle also implies the following relations:

,

,

.

As discussed in the main text, the common excited state is the one subject to most

decoherence processes. In order to avoid populating this state, we notice that the first

eigenstate contains no component, and the second eigenstate

contains a small component so long as is small. The condition that is small

indicates , since for . Since the root mean

square Rabi frequency is time dependent, the condition should be held at

all times, especially for its maximum . The condition
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will be taken as an assumption in the following derivation. This also leads to

and . Under the assumption, the eigenstates thus become the

following.

Since the excited state can spontaneously emit to the two lower lying states, the

excited state component should generally be avoided. Two of the eigenstates and

have almost no excited state component (dark states). Therefore by decomposing

any qubit state as a linear combination of the dark states, decoherence can be significantly

minimized at all stages of operation, especially during gating procedures. When one of the

dark state components adiabatically obtains a dynamic phase relative to the other, a single

qubit gate is achieved. On the Bloch sphere,  it is represented by a rotation. (main text Fig.

1(c)) An arbitrary initial qubit state at time can be expressed as a linear

combination of the eigenstates . At a later time , the

qubit state evolves to . A phase factor

is gained by the component relative to the component. The phase

factor depends solely on the single-photon detuning , if the Rabi frequency

envelopes are kept unchanged, and the time is after the driving field has been switched

off. Hence by varying one can control the phase factor and implement specific single qubit

rotations. An intuitive description on the Bloch sphere can be given. The state

is located on the Bloch sphere with the following

coordinates (Bloch vector), . The
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orthogonal state is located directly on the opposite

end of the Bloch sphere. These two states define the rotation axis around which the qubit

state will rotate. To be more specific, the rotation axis is parallel with (antiparallel with

). An initial qubit state is first projected onto the two eigenstates. Then a phase is

gained by the component relative to . On the bloch sphere, this is a clockwise

rotation of the qubit state relative to by an angle . The full expression of rotation

angle is given by

.

Once the qubit rotation axis is determined, one will know the required temporal envelopes

of the Rabi frequencies. So the rotation angle is uniquely determined by the single photon

detuning . The rotation angle with respect to the rotation axis, , depends on the

single photon detuning as shown in Figure S1 However in an experimental setup it is

often the other way around. We choose the single photon detuning according to the

angle of rotation that needs to be implemented.
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Figure S1 The rotation angle as a function of the single photon detuning in units of the

maximal root mean square Rabi frequency .

In addition, throughout the single qubit rotation process, the adiabatic condition shall be

satisfied. The qubit control scheme (STIRSAP) follows the same adiabatic constraints(33) as

the stimulated Raman adiabatic passage(STIRAP).

In the numerical simulations of this work, a pulse duration of is used. The

minimal pulse area is chosen to be 100 for high gate performance, it can be as low as

10 in principle(33). Thus the relevant frequency scales of the system should satisfy the

following.

In essence, the STIRSAP technique provides a scheme to arbitrarily rotate a single qubit

state. The rotation axis is defined by the two eigenstates and of the STIRSAP

Hamiltonian, which further depends on the two angles and . The angle is the phase

difference of the two Rabi frequencies, which originates from the phase difference between

the two electric fields. The angle is defined in terms of the ratio between the two Rabi

frequencies, . Since the Rabi frequencies are proportional to the

constituent electric field strengths, they are also proportional to the square root of the

driving laser intensities and that are experimentally tunable, such that

.
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B. Decoherence analysis

The decoherence mechanisms following Markovian dynamics are treated with the following

Lindblad master equation

.

The system is described by the reduced density operator . is the Lindblad

superoperator given as , where is

the rate governing the decoherence process described by . The term describing

spontaneous emission from to is specified by the spontaneous emission

rates and the following process operators (fermionic annihilation

operators in the given basis)

.

The phononic dephasing term is specified by the dephasing rate and the following

process operators

.

For larger systems, such as a two qubit system, the computation basis is expanded to the

following . The Lindblad operators should

be modified accordingly. For instance, dephasing of state of the first qubit should act on

all states with the first qubit being . The Lindblad operator is a diagonal matrix of the
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form . The same principle applies to

the Lindblad operators characterizing spontaneous emission.

In the following analysis, the material platform is chosen as an InP nanowire with alternating

WZ and ZB crystal phases. Both the conduction band and the valence band in the WZ crystal

phase have a higher energy than the ZB phase, therefore the electrons are trapped in the ZB

sections and the holes in WZ sections.

B.1 The spontaneous emission rate

The spontaneous emission rate

is evaluated for realistic device dimensions (ensuring electron localization). Where is the

dipole matrix element between the excited and the ground state, is the transition energy,

the vacuum permittivity and the speed of light. The spontaneous emission rates are

calculated by first finding the wave functions of the charge carriers and the corresponding

energies, then the dipole matrix elements are found, lastly everything is put together.

The treatment for charge carrier wavefunctions in quantum confinement structures follows

the general single-particle approach as in Fox(34), similar to the treatment for

self-assembled quantum dots. The relevant material parameters can be found in Table S1.
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Parameter Symbol Value

Effective mass for electron 0.067

Effective mass for hole 0.64

Bandgap ZB 1.410eV

Bandgap WZ 1.474eV

Conduction band offset 129meV

Valence band offset 65meV

Momentum matrix element 10.35eV (35)

Refractive index near the

bandgap

3.44(4)

Table S1 Material parameter for InP.

The system under consideration is a pair of quantum dots as shown in Figure S2. For an

electron, the device geometry is a rotationally symmetric cylindrical WZ nanowire with two

ZB sections inserted.
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Figure S2: Device geometry for a pair of neighbouring quantum dots for electrons. The blue

regions are in the WZ crystal phase while the red sections are in ZB.

The time independent Schrodinger equation

is solved in this geometry, with the boundary condition that the wavefunctions vanish at the

surface of the wire. The radial confinement potential is assumed to be a cylindrically

symmetric infinite potential well, while the confinement potential for electrons(holes) along

the wire is taken as finite potential wells formed by conduction(valence) band alignment.

Due to the separability of the wavefunctions, a solution can be decomposed as

. One can obtain an equation for the radial, azimuthal and axial

wavefunctions respectively.

,

,

.

The energy eigenvalue of is given as .

The radial wavefunctions

The normalized radial wavefunctions are proportional to the Bessel function of the first kind

with for smaller than the radius of the wire . The

corresponding eigenenergies are given by .
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denotes the 'th zero of . The ground state has energy 13.37meV assuming a

wire radius of 10nm.

The angular wavefunctions

The normalized angular wavefunctions are of the form with the

corresponding eigenvalues , where . For the groundstate

wavefunction, takes the value 0, therefore the angular wavefunction is .

The axial wavefunctions

The axial wavefunctions can be solved numerically in the given geometry by using finite

element method on the device geometry. As an example, for a structure with

, the electron and hole wavefunctions are

found and shown in Figure S3. The hole wavefunctions are found with the same approach by

switching out the effective mass and band offsets accordingly.
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Figure S3 The axial wavefunction for a sample structure of dimensions {10nm, 50nm, 9nm}.

As we can see, the wavefunctions still extend slightly into the other quantum dot,

localization is not optimal, an undesirable finite interdot coupling arises.

The energy of an electron is measured from the conduction band for WZ, while the

energy of a hole is measured from the valence band for WZ. The transition energies are

given by .

The dipole matrix element is ready to be evaluated. The dipole matrix element(5) between

an electron and a hole state and is defined as . It is related to the

momentum matrix element via . The

momentum matrix element for many materials are measured experimentally and tabulated.

For InP, the tabulated value(35) is
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By the analysis above, the dipole moment and hence the spontaneous emission rate can be

calculated. For the transition involving the electron state and the hole state , the

spontaneous emission rate is found to be , while for the transition involving

and , the spontaneous emission rate is . The spontaneous emission rate

is calculated for various structure dimensions , , . is fixed at 19nm,

varies between 20nm and 50nm, varies between 50nm and 200nm. The spontaneous

emission rate is found within the interval . A larger quantum

dot yields a smaller dipole moment due to a smaller overlap between the electron and hole

wave functions, hence a smaller spontaneous emission rate. So in principle a larger quantum

dot can help against spontaneous emission.

B.2 Electron-phonon interaction

The coupling of a quantum dot to a phonon bath can be described by the Hamiltonian

, where and are the linear and quadratic coupling terms.

As mentioned in the main text, the coupling mechanism is deformation coupling to bulk 3D

longitudinal acoustic phonons.

The linear and quadratic coupling constants take the following forms(6).
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where

is the phonon matrix element, and

is the charge density operator in the -space where

is the real space charge density. is the deformation coupling constant for electrons in ZB

InP, is the material density, the speed of sound, the quantization volume. By

substituting the above definitions into the coupling constants, we obtain the following.

Here and refers to the qubit states. This is to be distinguished with the state

references in the quadratic coupling constants.

The quadratic coupling between an electronic state and the phonon bath characterizes the

following process. A phonon would initially be absorbed by an electron, make an attempt to

drive an electronic transition to an excited state. However for crystal phase QDs, the energy

difference between the one-electron ground state and the first excited state is on the order

of tens of meVs, while the energy of thermal phonons at cryogenic temperatures are

typically on the order of hundreds of . Due to the difference of energy scales,
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electronic transitions would not happen. Instead it leads to virtual transitions during which

an electron is scattered into another mode of the same energy, while the electron in the

one-electron ground state receives a random phase kick. The quadratic coupling constant is

given by the following expression(36).

It should be noted that the state refers to the one-electron ground state on a single QD

and refers to excited states on the same QD.

The linear coupling term

The linear term describes an electronic transition accompanied by the emission or

absorption of a phonon. This process is either 1) spontaneous and continuously affecting the

qubit or 2) passive and only occurs during gating operation.

The spontaneous emission of phonons can be characterized by the spontaneous phonon

emission rate. The phonon absorption/emission rate is given(37) based on Fermi’s golden

rule.

In the expression, the upper(lower) sign is for phonon absorption(emission). The curly

bracket term takes the value 1(0) for absorption(emission). Deformation potential coupling

with LA phonons is included in the wavevector dependent parameter

. is the bosonic occupation number for a phonon
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with energy at temperature . Since at cryogenic temperatures ( ) the

occupation number of phonons at any energy is significantly smaller than unity, the

spontaneous phonon emission process dominates over absorption events. The initial state

under consideration is and the only final state is . It is apparent that

the phonon emission process is accompanied by an electronic transition. By using the

wavefunctions calculated for crystal phase quantum dots, the spontaneous phonon emission

rate is numerically calculated. The results as shown in Figure S4 indicates that a separation

of 80-100nm is sufficient to eliminate this effect.

Figure S4 The phonon emission lifetime due to spontaneous emission of phonon. The

calculations are based on two crystal phase QDs of 20 and 19nm respectively separated by a

variable inter-dot distance (separation). The temperature is set at . At a separation

of 80nm or larger, the lifetime is long enough for millions of single qubit operations.

The passive process is a process describing the rearrangement of the crystal lattice in

response to the modified charge density. This is described by the Franck-Condon principle,
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which states that the most probable transition between vibronic states are those that have a

large initial and final phonon bath equilibrium overlap (Franck-Condon factor between

and ). This means that the proportion is transferred without a phonon transition.

The Franck-Condon factor of quantum dot states coupled to LA phonons via deformation

potential coupling is found in (28) as

,

where is the phonon energy,

is the phonon spectral density, and .

Using the coupling constant derived earlier

,

one can calculate the Franck-Condon factor for the transition between and . Test

calculations for two DQD dimensions (in nm) {20,50,19} and {10,100,9} over a range of

temperatures are shown in Figure S5.

Figure S5 Test calculations of the B factor for two DQD dimensions (in nm) {20,50,19}(left)

and {10,100,9}(right).
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At temperatures lower than , we notice that the B factors saturate on the order of

and . It means that the FC factors is negligibly small. Leading to the

conclusion that almost the entire population that is being transferred during any single qubit

gate would be incoherent due to the vast difference in the two equilibrium phonon

configurations. If this were to be true, other solid state charge qubits that have spatially

distinct wavefunctions would also suffer from this process. Here a discrepancy between

theoretical predictions and actual observations persist. Experimental results from other solid

state charge qubits do not exhibit limitations of this nature, even a single qubit gate fidelity

of 86% is obtainable(9), and the dominant limitation there is claimed to be charge noise. If

the conclusion drawn earlier would be true, no coherent charge transfer would be

observable in solid state charge qubits at all. Based on the experimental observations, the

authors predict that electronic transition accompanied by phonon transition can not be a

detrimental factor to the scheme, yet a quantitative treatment requires finer models of the

system. But this does not affect the main message of this manuscript.

The quadratic coupling term

The quadratic coupling to the phonon bath gives rise to virtual transitions. The physical

picture is that a phonon will make an attempt to drive the charge states to higher energy

states. However a phonon at a typical cryogenic temperature of 1K has an energy on the

order of 0.1meV, while the energy difference between the qubit 0 and 1 state and the higher

lying energy levels are typically 80-100meV. Due to the difference in energy scale, no real

transition will occur, instead phonons will be absorbed and emitted again into a different

mode of the same energy, inducing a random phase disruption to the electronic state. As a
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result, dephasing occurs on each of the charge states. This is characterized by the dephasing

rate, obtainable from two independent methods (polaron transform(36) and cumulant

expansion(38)).

where is given by the following, if we only consider contributions to virtual

transition to the lowest excited state.

The axial wavefunctions of the states and are given in Figure S6. By using the above

wavefunctions, the dephasing rates are evaluated for various dot sizes over a range of

temperatures. The results are presented in Figure 4(b) in the main text.

Figure S6 The axial wavefunctions of the ground state in a single crystal phase QD and the

first excited state. A dot size of 30 nm is chosen for the illustration. The blue flat line
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indicates the confinement potential, zero energy coincides with the conduction band edge

of the ZB section.

C. CNOT gate acting on more general two-qubit initial states

In this section, the CNOT gate is applied on a range of test initial states. The test states are

representative as they contain complex linear combinations of the two-qubit states

. Since the CNOT gate consists of a series of single qubit

gates, the gate fidelitys are generally lower than individual single qubit gates. In our

simulations, the CNOT gate works also for the states that are supposedly preserved. The

results are presented in Figures S7-S9.
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Figure S7 CNOT gate acting on , the resultant state is

as shown by the population and fidelity.

Figure S8 CNOT gate acting on , the resultant state is

as shown by the population and fidelity.
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Figure S9 CNOT gate acting on , the resultant state is

as shown by the population and fidelity.
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